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Focusing and Arranging Ideas 51
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Levi's, MARILYN SCHIEL 55
  A pair of blue jeans symbolizes a girl's escape from tradition-bound rules.

Grub, SCOTT RUSSELL SANDERS 60
  Longing for the farm food of his youth, the author breakfasts at Ladyman's Café on
    eggs and toast flavored with the seasoning of memory.

The Meanings of a Word, GLORIA NAYLOR 66
  By exploring a troubling word and drawing on memories of her childhood, Naylor
    comes to a better understanding of her African-American heritage.

Life with Father, ITABARI NJERI 71
  Describing a man who both inspired and abused her, Njeri recalls growing up in
    Harlem with a father who was hard to understand.

Count Me Out of the Hard Labor, Please, RICK MARIN 77
  A man who is about to have his first child resists the idea of joining his wife in the
    delivery room and questions the cultural expectations that press him to do so.
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Guidelines for Reporting Information 98
Considering Audience 100
Using Appropriate Language 101
Summarizing and Synthesizing Information 102
Obtaining Data 104
Tips for Reading and Writing about Information 106

As Freezing Persons Recollect the Snow—First Chill, Then Stupor, Then the Letting Go, PETER STARK 107
The cold, hard facts of freezing to death are dramatized by the story of a man who gets lost in the mountains after his Jeep spins off the road.

Jefferson and the Environment, PETER LINN 117
A historian summarizes what Jefferson believed about agriculture and how these beliefs have shaped the American environment.

The American Flavor Industry, ERIC SCHLOSSER 125
Information acquired by visiting a chemical company helps the author report how American industry determines the flavor of widely marketed food.

Unchartered Territory, ELIZABETH KOLBERT 136
Focusing on a specific elementary school, Kolbert reports what she discovers about a company that is in the business of running schools for a profit.

Companion Text: Charter School Results Repeatedly Delayed, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 141
A teacher's union protests how negative information about charter schools has been apparently suppressed for political reasons.

Tough Break, TIM ROGERS 148
By writing a profile of one of the best professional billiard players in the country, Rogers shows that women are succeeding in a sport once dominated by men.

The Best Job in Town, KATHERINE BOO 155
A prize-winning journalist reports on American entrepreneurs responsible for outsourcing jobs to India, showing their point of view as well as one of their Indian employees.
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Considering Audience 175
Planning Your Essay 176
CONTENTS

Tips for Reading and Writing Explanations 180

Photo Exorcism, WES PITTS 181
An online editor for photo magazines explains how easily photographs can be altered through the application of widely available technology.

In Japan, Nice Guys (and Girls) Finish Together, NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 187
A game of musical chairs at a child's birthday party leads an American father to explain cultural differences.

What Happened to the Anasazi?, CATHERINE DOLD 192
The discovery of human bones leads archaeologists to wonder whether an ancient people, long famous for their art and architecture, became cannibals during desperate times.

Bet on It, GARY RIVLIN 201
A reporter explains how slot machines are currently designed and why they are generating large profits for the gambling industry.

Women's Brains, STEPHEN JAY GOULD 214
By analyzing the accuracy and limitations of the information in an earlier scientific study, Gould challenges sociobiologists who claim that women are intellectually inferior to men.

Same-Sex Sexuality, JOAN ROUGHGARDEN 221
A biologist at Stanford explains the significance of same-sex sexuality in animals.

Companion Text: An Interview with Joan Roughgarden, DEBORAH SOLOMON 235
In an excerpt from an interview with a reporter from the New York Times, Roughgarden comments on how sexual orientation affects work in the sciences.
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Considering Audience 242
Planning Your Essay 243
Defining Your Criteria 246
Organizing Your Essay 247
Tips for Reading and Writing Evaluations 250

Reach Out and Annoy Someone, JONATHAN ROWE 251
If you have ever been annoyed by someone talking on a cell phone, you are likely to enjoy how Rowe evaluates the impact of cell phones on contemporary manners.

Companion Text: Slaved, and Enslaved, by the Cell, KEN BELSON 254
In a piece published four years after Rowe's, Belson focuses on whether or not cell phones are making people less independent.

Sweet and Lowdown, YILING CHEN-JOSEPHSON 258
After admitting that she likes to read gossip magazines, a prize-winning poet ranks those with the widest circulation according to what she expects such publications to offer.

The Sad Comedy of Really Bad Food, DARA MOSKOWITZ 266
A restaurant critic describes the experience of dining out in a restaurant where the food is almost as bad as the service.

God's Lonely Man, FRANCIS DAVIS 271
A well respected music critic evaluates the career of Johnny Cash, shortly after the singer's death.
My Diagnosis, SUSANNA KAYSEN 280
Many years after being hospitalized for mental illness, Kaysen investigates whether or not she was diagnosed correctly.

Companion Text: Borderline Personality Disorder, DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS 282
The medical definition of the condition with which Kaysen was diagnosed provides information relevant to evaluating how she was perceived as a teenager.

High-Tech Bibliophilia, PAUL GOLDBERGER 289
A prize-winning architecture critic evaluates the newly constructed Central Library in Seattle.

She: Portrait of the Essay as a Warm Body, CYNTHIA OZICK 295
One of our country’s best writers evaluates essays to show how reading and writing them can be enriching.

5 WRITING TO ANALYZE IMAGES 303

Understanding the Purpose of Analysis 304
Establishing a Framework for Analysis 306
Considering Audience 307
Choosing a Subject 308
Organizing Your Essay 310
Additional Considerations 311
Tips for Reading and Writing Analyses of Images 312

Please, Please, You’re Driving Me Wild, JEAN KILBOURNE 313
An analysis of advertisements for food and diet products shows how women are persuaded to buy products that may not be good for them.

Beauty (Re)discovers the Male Body, SUSAN BORDO 329
Analyzing images of partially dressed men with beautiful bodies, Bordo shows how advertisements reflect changes in how men are viewed and masculinity is defined.

NeXT: Understanding a Corporate Logo, STEVEN HELLER AND KAREN POMEROY 349
Authorities on graphic design analyze an image created to represent a computer company.

The Re-rebranding of Berlin, ANNIE BOURNEUF 354
An art historian analyzes a photograph of Berlin by drawing attention to what the image includes, what previously existed at the site, and how the site will change.

Conveying Atrocity in Image, BARBIE ZELIZER 359
A scholar explains how photographers tried to capture the horror of the Holocaust and how their photographs can be analyzed.

The Pentagon’s Secret Stash, MATT WELCH 372
A political commentator discusses photographs of prisoner abuse at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq and explains why most of these photographs have been kept from public circulation.

Companion Text: Torture Incarnate, and Propped on a Pedestal, SARAH BOXER 376
Months after the photos from Abu Ghraib drew world-wide attention, Boxer analyzes one of the images and explains why it became especially significant.
6 WRITING TO ANALYZE TEXTS  381

Understanding Why Readers Reach Different Conclusions about Texts  382
Reading the Lines  386
Reading between the Lines  387
Considering Audience  389
Organizing Your Paper  391
Documenting Your Sources  392
Tips for Reading and Writing Textual Analysis  393

Core Text: The Story of an Hour, KATE CHOPIN  394
An American writer of the late nineteenth century tells what happens during the hour that passes from the time a woman is told that her husband was killed in an accident and when she learns that he is still alive.

Feminine Double Consciousness in Kate Chopin’s “The Story of an Hour,” ANGELYN MITCHELL  397
A scholar who frequently works with minorities uses feminist theory to argue that the protagonist in Chopin’s story had been oppressed by marriage.

Fatal Self-Assertion in Kate Chopin’s “The Story of an Hour,” LAWRENCE I. BERKOVE  403
A scholar who has read Mitchell rejects feminist interpretations of the story and argues that the protagonist is profoundly selfish.

Core Text: Book of Genesis, Chapter 9  411
This part of the Bible focuses on what happened to Noah after the great flood and how he came to place a curse upon a member of his own family.

Noah’s Nakedness and the Curse of Canaan: A Case of Incest?, FREDERICK W. BASSETT  413
A theologian argues that understanding the idiomatic meaning of language in the Old Testament leads to concluding that a serious sin is conveyed by apparently simple words: seeing the “nakedness” of one’s father.

The Curse That Never Was, GENE RICE  420
An African American scholar argues that analyses such as Bassett’s have been used to justify slavery and that the story of the curse upon Canaan “may well be the most misunderstood and abused passage in the Bible. . . .”

Companion Text: Psalm 87  429
One of the texts cited by Rice is reprinted here—a psalm that shows Africans treated with respect.

Core Text: The Bill of Rights  431
The first ten amendments to the Constitution—collectively known as the Bill of Rights, because they establish how the civil liberties of Americans must be respected by the government—are reprinted here because they are open to various interpretations and often provide the basis for court rulings, such as the two that follow.

Groh v. Ramirez: A Majority Decision, JOHN PAUL STEVENS  433
A senior member of the Supreme Court concludes that the rights guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment had been violated in a specific case.
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Using Logic 452
   Inductive Reasoning 452
   Deductive Reasoning 453
   Substantive Reasoning 454
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   Slippery Slope 458
Organizing Your Essay 459
Considering Audience 460
Responding to Opposition 461
Using Rogerian Argument 463
Tips for Reading Arguments and Writing Persuasively 464

Majoring in Debt, ADOLPH L. REED, JR. 466
   A political scientist argues that the federal government should guarantee tuition-free higher education to everyone meeting admission standards.

Flunking the NCAA, SALLY JENKINS 471
   A sports columnist argues that college presidents should take responsibility for how sports are conducted at their schools.

Racial Profiling: The Liberals Are Right, STUART TAYLOR, JR. 476
   A conservative journalist argues that police should not use race to determine whether someone should be stopped and searched.

The Declaration of Independence, THOMAS JEFFERSON 481
   Jefferson's manifesto challenges traditional assumptions about government by arguing that people have the right to break free of rule that has been imposed upon them.

Companion Text: A Letter from the Clergy 486
   Eight prominent members of the clergy publish the letter that inspired King to write "Letter from Birmingham Jail."

Letter from Birmingham Jail in Response to Public Statement by Eight Alabama Clergymen, MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 488
   Responding to charges that he was an "outsider" who was stirring up trouble, King argues on behalf of his cause: winning civil liberties for African Americans.
Privacy and the U.S. Military, AARON BELKIN AND MELISSA S. EMBSER-HERBERT 503

Arguing that evidence does not support an official rationale for excluding openly gay and lesbian citizens from military service, a political scientist and a sociologist recommend changes to current policy.


An excerpt from regulations published by the Department of Defense establish how homosexual service members can be identified and what procedures should be followed when investigating them.

8 WRITING TO INSPIRE OTHERS 521

Considering Audience 521
Using Style for Emphasis 523
Planning and Developing Your Essay 525
Tips for Reading and Writing to Inspire 528

You Are Me, LARRY CARLAT 530

In a letter to his adopted son, a man tries to explain how much he loves this child.

I Have a Dream, MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 535

On an important historic occasion, King inspires civil rights workers to continue their efforts towards creating a nation in which all people are treated equally.

At the Café, GARRISON KEILLOR 540

A well known figure from National Public Radio writes to inspire readers to see the human consequences of the votes that they cast.

I Know a Child, RON REAGAN, JR. 544

The son of a former Republican president speaks to a national convention of Democrats about the importance of stem-cell research.

Companion Text: Remarks at a Benefit for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation, NANCY REAGAN 546

Shortly before the death of her husband, and the father of Ron Reagan, Jr., a former First Lady makes a rare public appearance to speak about the importance of stem-cell research.

The State of Our Union, GEORGE W. BUSH 549

The President of the United States addresses a shocked nation shortly after terrorists killed thousands of people by destroying the World Trade Center, attacking the Pentagon, and causing a plane to crash in Pennsylvania.

A Hanging, GEORGE ORWELL 557

"It is curious," Orwell writes, "but till that moment I had never realized what it means to destroy a healthy, conscious man."

Am I Blue?, ALICE WALKER 563

Walker's account of a horse named Blue shows that the inhumane treatment of animals resembles the brutal treatment of human beings.
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Considering Audience 570
Thinking about Subjects 571
Understanding Persona 572
Thinking about Purpose 573
Thinking about Patterns 574
Planning Your Essay 575
Tips for Reading and Writing Humor 575

Technology Makes Me Mad, PATRICIA VOLK 577
Mishaps with technology lead a writer to question whether labor-saving devices are
really making life easier.

Breakfast at the FDA Cafe, JOHN R. ALDEN 580
The proliferation of consumer warnings leads Alden to imagine what dining out would
be like if waiters advised us of the consequences of eating whatever we try to order.

The Learning Curve, DAVID SEDARIS 584
A contributor to National Public Radio pretends to be an inexperienced writing
teacher confronted by a class of students who have good reason to wonder if he
knows what he is doing.

Relationship Reruns, CINDY CHUPACK 593
A producer for two well-known television shows, both of which use relationships as
a source for humor, writes about how to recognize someone it would be a mistake
to date.

Vacations: His and Hers, JILL CONNER BROWNE 596
A writer who delights in being a woman shows how men can plan vacations that are
very different from what women are likely to enjoy.

Companion Text: Jill Conner Browne Tells All, LYNETTE HANSON 600
An excerpt from an interview with Jill Conner Browne offers insight into her mo-
tives for writing.

Would Hemingway Get into Harvard?, JOHN KATZMAN, ANDY LUTZ, AND ERIK OLSON 603
A team of writers who frequently work together use a nationally administered writ-
ing test as a source for humor by speculating on how the work of well-known fig-
ures might be evaluated.
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Understanding Montage and Collage 610
Considering Audience 612
Considering Context 613
Tips for Reading and Writing Experimental Nonfiction 615

Et in Arcadia Ego, JOHN BERGER 617
A well-respected art historian and novelist links memories of a long friendship to a
series of paintings.

The Deer at Providencia, ANNIE DILLARD 627
The memory of a deer suffering a slow death and the apparently unrelated story of a
burn victim prompt reflections on the nature of pain.

Marrakech, GEORGE ORWELL 633
By describing a series of scenes most tourists would overlook, Orwell leads readers
to reflect on racism and exploitation.
If You Are What You Eat, Then What Am I?, GEETA KOTHARI 640
Reflecting upon the foods she ate as a child after her family immigrated to the United States, Kothari explores the relationship between diet and identity.

I Was Born, LUC SANTE 650
Offering alternative versions of his family history, Sante challenges readers to distinguish autobiography from fiction.

Companion Text: The Great Forgetting, ADAM HOCHSCHILD 654
An excerpt from a history of what was once the Belgian Congo provides background for one of the stories told by Sante.

Oranges and Sweet Sister Boy, JUDY RUIZ 656
A series of memories emerge when a woman learns that her brother is becoming her sister.
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